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POLICY STATEMENT

It is necessary when using external information system services that such services maintain similar or identical security specifications that the University’s information security policies require.
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CONTACT(S)

Office of Information Technology – (757)823-2869

STAKEHOLDER(S)

University Faculty & Staff
Office of Information Technology

PURPOSE

This control is intended to establish the University’s policy and procedures for use of external information system services.

REQUIREMENTS

NSU:

1. Requires that providers of external information system services comply with University information security requirements and employ appropriate security controls in accordance with applicable laws, directives, policies, regulations, standards, and guidance;

2. Defines and documents government oversight and user roles and responsibilities with regard to external information system services; and

3. Monitors security control compliance by external service providers.

Supplemental Guidance: An external information system service is a service that is implemented outside of the authorization boundary of the University’s information system (i.e., a service that is used by, but not a part of, the University’s information system). Relationships with external service providers are established in a variety of ways, for example, through joint ventures, business partnerships, outsourcing arrangements (i.e., contracts, interagency agreements, lines of business arrangements), licensing agreements, and/or supply chain exchanges. The responsibility for adequately mitigating risks arising from the use of external information system services remains with the authorizing official. Authorizing officials require that an appropriate chain of trust be established with external service providers when dealing with the many issues associated with information security. For services external to the University, a chain of trust requires that the University establish and retain a level of confidence that each participating provider in the potentially complex consumer-provider relationship provides adequate protection for the services rendered to the University. The extent and nature of this chain of trust varies based on the relationship between the University and the external provider. Where a sufficient level of trust cannot be established in the external services and/or service providers, the University employs compensating security controls or accepts the greater degree of risk. The external information system services documentation includes government, service provider, and end user security roles and responsibilities, and any service-level agreements. Service-level agreements define the expectations of performance for each required security control, describe measurable outcomes, and identify remedies and response requirements for any identified instance of noncompliance.
VIOLATIONS

Violations of this policy will be addressed in accordance relevant University and Commonwealth of Virginia policies, including University Policy 32-01 and Department of Human Resources Management Policy 1.75. The appropriate level of disciplinary action will be determined on an individual case basis by the appropriate executive or designee, with sanctions up to or including termination or expulsion depending upon the severity of the offense.

INTERPRETATION

The Information Security Officer is responsible for official interpretation of this policy. Questions regarding the application of this policy should be directed to the Office of Information Technology. The Information Security Officer reserves the right to revise or eliminate this policy.

PUBLICATION

This policy shall be widely published and distributed to the University community. To ensure timely publication and distribution thereof, the Responsible Office will make every effort to:

1. Communicate the policy in writing, electronic or otherwise, to the University community within 14 days of approval;
2. Submit the policy for inclusion in the online Policy Library within 14 days of approval;
3. Post the policy on the appropriate SharePoint Site and/or Website; and
4. Educate and train all stakeholders and appropriate audiences on the policy’s content, as necessary. Failure to meet the publication requirements does not invalidate this policy.
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